
An Overview of Man Group

Man Group. Founded 1783.

We are an active investment management firm focused on delivering attractive performance and client

portfolio solutions, deploying the latest technology across our business to help ensure we stay at the

forefront of our evolving industry.

Our five investment management businesses leverage our world-class infrastructure to provide a

diverse range of strategies across investment approaches, styles and asset classes.

We continuously invest in talent, technology and research as we strive to deliver the best results for our

clients.

LEARN MORE ABOUT MAN GROUP 

  MENU

https://www.man.com/maninstitute/at-the-mini-cycle-low
https://www.man.com/maninstitute/views-from-the-floor-2019-oct-15
https://www.man.com/maninstitute/gearing-up-for-uncertainty
https://www.man.com/about-us
https://www.man.com/about-us


 

Diversified Offering. Institutional Framework.

Man Group is committed to supporting responsible investment

Responsible investing is no longer optional.

We are committed to supporting responsible investment at Man Group. To find out more about how we

approach responsible investment, how our policies support recognised norms and what our latest insights

are, please visit out Responsible Investment homepage.

VIEW OUR STRATEGIES 

FIND OUT MORE 

https://www.man.com/our-offering#_our-strategies
https://www.man.com/responsible-investment


 

Subscribe to our Podcast now

 Never miss a new episode. Sign up for our
'Perspectives Toward a Sustainable Future'
podcast series on iTunes, Google Podcast,
SoundCloud or Podbean.

 

 

News & Perspectives

Climate, Catastrophes and the US Policy Response

Aug 2019

What’s the state of US climate resilience? Listen to Jason Mitchell discuss with Alice Hill (former Special

Assistant to President Obama on climate policy) how US climate policy responses are undermining

critical infrastructure and agency support and why the current administration deserves a grade of D-

to F.

Man FRM Early View - September 2019

Sep 2019

Hedge funds temper losses overall after difficult first half of the month. Reversal in factors sees worst week for Equity
Long-Short managers in four years. Modest positive performance for Credit managers across most corporate bond
markets.

King’s College London Mathematics School receives significant charitable donation from Man Group

Jul 2019

We are delighted to announce our charitable partnership with King’s Maths School to support its mission of educating and
cultivating exceptional young mathematical talent.

SUBSCRIBE 

https://www.man.com/responsible-investment#_perspectives-towards-a-sustainable-future
https://www.man.com/responsible-investment#_perspectives-towards-a-sustainable-future
https://www.man.com/maninstitute/climate-catastrophes-and-us-policy-response
https://www.man.com/maninstitute/man-frm-early-view-september-2019?mgcid=news
https://www.man.com/kings-maths-school-receives-charitable-donation-from-man?mgcid=news


 

Do 10-2 Inversions Matter?

Oct 2019

Everyone loves a golden rule. Is 'sell equity when the 10-2 curve inverts' one of them?

Join the Man Group team

We pride ourselves on the quality of our people; joining Man Group means becoming part of a high calibre team.

Views From the Floor

15 Oct 2019

There may yet be life in the current US economic cycle; and an analysis of volatility before and after yield curve inversions.

AHL Explains

Narrated by Man AHL's Chief Scientist, Dr Anthony Ledford, the ‘AHL Explains’ video series explores key concepts in
futures trend following programmes – bringing each concept to life by focusing on principles, not details.
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